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ABSTRACT
Multi-touch wall-sized displays afford collaborative exploration of large datasets and re-organization of digital content. However, standard touch interactions, such as dragging to move content, do not scale well to large surfaces and were not designed to support collaboration, such as passing an object around. This paper introduces CoReach, a set of collaborative gestures that combine input from multiple users in order to manipulate content, facilitate data exchange and support communication. We conducted an observational study to inform the design of CoReach, and a controlled study showing that it reduced physical fatigue and facilitated collaboration compared with traditional multi-touch gestures. A final study assessed the value of also allowing input through a handheld tablet to manipulate content from a distance.
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INTRODUCTION
Large wall-sized displays are well suited to the manipulation of large data sets, as they support physical navigation [3, 19] and co-located collaboration [18]. Previous research, both on tabletops [32] and multi-touch wall-sized displays [16, 26], show that users interact simultaneously when they work in parallel. But co-located collaboration also involves working together, including dynamically forming small groups to discuss an issue while referring to the same content [18]. Research on collaborative sense-making suggests that spatially arranging data enables various patterns of collaborative work [36], yet techniques for collaborative data manipulation on large surfaces have not been thoroughly explored.

Standard multi-touch interaction techniques, such as dragging or swiping to move objects, were not designed to be used on very large surfaces such as a wall-sized display. Physical navigation and moving content in a large space are prone to physical fatigue [3, 19]. Performing mid-air interaction with-out arm support, in particular, leads to the so-called “gorilla-arm” effect [1, 11]. Swiping or throwing objects over large distances raises precision problems [4, 10]. To address such interaction “in the large”, current research has mostly focused on letting individual users reach remote areas of large displays and on remote communication methods using icons or avatars for representing users and allowing them to exchange notifications. Although these techniques let multiple users interact with the surface concurrently, they are not designed specifically to support collaboration.

Co-located collaboration involves complex dynamics, and therefore requires interaction techniques to be situated and adaptive to the changes in collaboration patterns. Previous research has shown that users switch among various collaboration strategies frequently when working on a large display [15, 16, 31], and that mobility of users and artifacts is important in collaborative work [22]. Moreover, when users work on a very large surface concurrently, they may or may not see each other’s actions depending on their focus of attention and on how far they are from each other.

In the physical world, people collaborate not only at the task level, but also at the action level, e.g. when coordinating to assemble furniture, play music or even light up a cigarette. Such coordinated actions are not explicitly supported by interactions with digital artifacts. Although a few techniques support interactions shared by multiple users in the context of cross-device interaction [12] and large surfaces [18, 30, 35], this concept is still under-explored. In particular, we lack an understanding of how such techniques can support cooperative operations and fit with the dynamics of collaborative practices.

This paper introduces CoReach, a set of cooperative gestures that combines multiple users’ multi-touch gestural input to trigger actions for passing or showing content to each other, as well as grouping multiple artifacts. The design of the techniques is based on an observational study of a task inspired by real-world practices. The prototype is evaluated against single-user gestures for user acceptance and experience, and helps understand on how CoReach can support various collaborative strategies. A second experiment investigates further the effects of performing the gestures on a wall-sized display vs. with tablets. Both studies observe how users appropriate CoReach and the effects of the techniques on their strategies for collaborative data manipulation. The rest of the paper reviews related work and describes the design of the techniques based on the observational study. We then present the evaluation and discuss the implications of this work.


RELATED WORK
Most previous research on interaction techniques for large surfaces has focused on addressing precision and fatigue problems for single-user interactions. CoReach focuses on collaborative interaction on large surfaces, and builds on previous techniques that support shared interaction among multiple users and associated collaborative practices.

Large Scale Interaction
Previous research on improving standard drag-and-drop operation for moving content on large surfaces has focused on extending the user’s reach. Hascoët [10] introduces Drag-and-Throw and Push-and-Throw, which let users throw objects to a remote position with good user control and low error rates. Pick-and-drop [29] replaces drag-and-drop by two tapping actions to move an object. Collomb et al. [8] evaluate several extensions to drag-and-drop for reaching distant targets on a large display, including using temporary proxies of the remote targets, creating a virtual miniature of the whole display around the hand position after picking up an icon, and controlling the gain of drag distance with a rubber band metaphor.

TractorBeam [25] combines pen-based interaction and ray casting to provide a seamless experience for reaching distant targets on tabletop surfaces. Users point to distant positions with the same pen they use to touch the surface and use buttons on the pen for selection. Similarly, in the context of wall-sized displays, Nancel et al. [24] introduce several dual-precision pointing techniques to reach small targets at a distance. Shadow Reaching [33] uses the shadow of the user on the display, as if he were located in front of a light source, to facilitate distant interaction.

Various remote control widgets have been introduced to reach remote targets or transfer data to remote areas. Frisbee [17] uses a local “telescope” as proxy for interacting with a remote “target” area. The Vacuum [5] is a graphical widget that provides proxies of remote targets over a fan-shaped area near the cursor position. Dynamic Portals [35] facilitate data transfer on a tabletop surface by letting users draw two lines on the display to create a teleportation “portal”. Finally Smarties [6] lets users exchange data at distance on a wall-sized display by exchanging cursors with data attached to them.

Some of the above techniques can be used in a multiple user context. However, they do not focus on collaborative scenarios, and are not explicitly designed to fit the social dynamics of collaborative practices.

Multiuser Cooperative Actions
A few cooperative techniques that combine multiple users’ input for elementary tasks have been proposed in various contexts. Cooperative Gestures [30] explore gestures performed by multiple users cooperatively for sketching on a tabletop surface. For instance, one user draws a stroke while another changes its thickness, or two pictures create a collage when they get pushed together by different users.

Some techniques facilitate cross-device interaction by coordinating input actions. Synchronous Gestures [28] are designed to support the connection and data transfer among multiple devices, by requiring synchronous actions by the users. Cooperative Stitching [12] gestures allow one user to share content with multiple receivers by taking into account the timing overlap of the stitch actions. Pass-Them-Around [20] allows users to share photos across multiple mobile devices by “throwing” the photo towards another mobile phone (see also [21]). Tilting the phone triggers different sharing interactions.

Finally, Liu et al. [18] test the effect of a shared interaction on a wall display: a pair of users can pick or drop objects for each other with their own input device. They show that the technique encourages collaboration and reduces physical fatigue. Building on this previous work, we focus on the design and evaluation of a set of cooperative interaction techniques that are adapted to the dynamics of collaborative interaction.

MOTIVATION AND OBSERVATIONAL STUDY
The initial inspiration for this work came from an interview with a sociologist, who led a project to understand the correlation between people’s eating disorder and their social network. As part of their methodology, they created hundreds of individual network graphs to visualize the topology of each person’s social network, including the type and closeness of each friend and acquaintance as well as their interconnections and subgroups. They brought experts from different domains, such as statisticians, ethnographers and sociologists, to look at them and arrange them together in front of a 4.1 × 1.15 m touch-sensitive display. The purpose was to assist collaborative sense-making with spatial manipulation of data, in order to spark ideas for new metrics to classify the graphs. By talking while reorganizing the graphs spatially, the experts overcame some of the communication barriers caused by domain-specific terms.

With the rise of data-driven decision making, such scenarios are becoming common place. Large interactive spaces could benefit many professional domains by supporting collaborative sense-making and data exploration (see, e.g., [27]). To support such tasks, our goal is to design cooperative gestures to support collaborative data manipulation on large surfaces and facilitate the dynamic exchanges among users in various collaboration styles.

We are particularly interested in two key characteristics of the sociologists’ task, which we believe are representative of many collaborative data exploration tasks. First, the goal is to understand the data set and generate new ideas by arranging the spatial relations between the elements. Second, the users are encouraged to talk and collaborate with each other in order to combine their knowledge and spark ideas.

Observational Study
To draw inspiration for the design of cooperative gestures in this context, we conducted a study to observe how people collaboratively manipulate physical objects and understand the dynamic exchanges among users within their work flow.

We designed an experimental task that captures the key characteristics of the sociologist’s task. It operationalizes the observed task by requiring similar interactions, namely, multi-
ple users discussing data items to extract insights and group them accordingly. In addition to making it easier to recruit non-experts as participants, this task is also likely to provide results that generalize to other tasks with similar characteristics. We deliberately chose data sets that were ambiguous and encouraged close collaboration through task instructions. This was a key characteristic of the sociologists’ task, which we see as a promising use case for large displays.

Procedure. To tease out the underlying phenomena more easily, we focused on pairs. Pairs of participants were instructed to arrange a set of printed cards collaboratively. The cards come from a guessing game named Dixit\(^1\). Each card shows an artistic and ambiguous painting that can evoke many different concepts, e.g., freedom, sadness, childhood, etc.

Participants were asked to find similarities or connections between the pictures and to arrange them in a meaningful way that they could agree on, e.g., by theme or by storytelling. They were encouraged to talk to each other and collaborate in order to be more creative and efficient. The task was finished when they were done arranging all the cards and were both happy with the layout. They then reported to the moderator by explaining the layout and their collaboration strategy.

Two surfaces were used in the study: a 3.3 \times 1.6m whiteboard and a 5.5 \times 1.8m wall (Figure 1). The cards were attached to the surfaces with magnets on white board or gluepads on the wall to ensure that they could be easily moved or reattached.

Findings

Four pairs of co-workers, who knew each other well, participated in the study. Three pairs used the whiteboard and one used the wall. All of them collaborated for the task and used the space creatively. Consistent with findings in previous observational studies \([16, 34]\), all groups performed the task with a mix of collaboration styles.

Group 1 chose to group the images using conceptual keywords they came up with and agreed on. Group 2 created small groups of images according to their dominant color, and made a “bigger image” by arranging the subgroups (Figure 1-1): blue pictures were on the top as they could be associated to the sky; green and brown colors went to the bottom as they were associated to the ground, etc. Group 3 created a chain of cards with common keywords between adjacent ones (Figure 1-2). They completed the task with a (positive) competitive approach. Group 4 created a story with three parallel scenes converging together at a point. The cards were laid out in a chronological order presenting a character’s encounters and the story background.

Combining Resources

We observed how participants interacted with each other and with the physical artifacts. They were able to combine their knowledge and ideas by encoding and communicating rich meaning through the spatial arrangement of the cards. We observe the following typical collaborative behaviors.

Common References. All pairs frequently showed each other a card to either get an opinion or negotiate a decision. This common reference was very important for communicating and collaborating with each other. Participants referred to the card by either physically showing it, pointing to it (Figure 1-3), or verbally mentioning it. Deictic actions were key to their common understanding of the current situation. In other words the cards established a common ground \([7]\) to fluidly coordinate their actions and decision process.

Passing Objects. Participants passed each other objects to help each other from time to time (Figure 1-4). The co-located environment provided awareness \([9]\), so they kept listening to what their partner was looking for while working on their own subtasks and switched between subtasks fluidly. They passed the cards when the other participant was closer to the destination or knew where to place it. When a participant handed out a card to the other, the other participant automatically started a gesture to accept it. Again all these exchanges happened fluidly, almost without being noticed.

Far + Close Collaboration. Sometimes, a participant stepped back to get an overview of the arrangement and give suggestions to her partner, who was manipulating cards on the wall (Figure 1-2). When the far participant had a different idea, she walked to the wall to move the cards while explaining her idea, instead of expressing it verbally from the far position.

These observations suggest that we should provide lightweight techniques to establish common ground, pass objects around, and manipulate data at a distance.

Challenges of the Large Space

Walking Effort. Participants walked a lot while performing the task on the large wall surface. They walked to move cards across the surface, and also towards their partner to show or hand out a card. Physical movements and deictic communication compensated the reduced group awareness due to the large distances, but increased fatigue.

Temporal Storage Needed. Participants held multiple cards in hand as storage or queue for next subtasks (Figure 1-4). This helped reduce the need to walk back and forth, and also to not forget or lose a card. These findings suggest that we should provide techniques to manipulate objects at a distance, and for temporary storage.

\(^1\) http://en.libellud.com/games/dixit
CO-REACH: COOPERATIVE GESTURES

Based on the findings in the observational study, we designed and implemented a set of cooperative gestures to facilitate data-centric collaborative tasks on large interactive surfaces. The goal is to support small group work by encouraging collaboration while reducing physical fatigue. Each technique combines gestures by two users to perform one operation. We focus on collaborative actions between two users, as pairs represent a very common pattern in group work. Our requirements for the technique are as follows:

1. Fit with the rapid and dynamic exchanges occurring among users during co-located communication and coordination;
2. Support different synchronization levels of collaborative actions to support mixed collaboration styles;
3. Support negotiation between users when exchanging items;
4. Support easy access to shared storage;
5. Support collaborative actions at different distances.

Three Cooperative Gestures

CoReach gestures are recognized by detecting standard multi-touch gestures performed in certain sequences that meet temporal and spatial criteria. The prototype features three shared gestures: Throw and Catch, Preview and Shared Clipboard. To perform a shared gesture, one user, the action initiator, starts with an initial gesture. The cooperative gesture is then completed by the action(s) of the action follower, who can be any user, including the action initiator.

We have implemented a recognizer that detects the following multi-touch gestures: Tap, DoubleTap, Drag, Swipe, Dwell and Zigzag (Figure 2). It distinguishes Finger gestures from Hand gestures by the number of fingers touching the screen at the same time. More than three fingers are recognized as Hand gestures, while one or two fingers are Finger gestures. Finger Zigzag is activated when a user draws a “zigzag” shape with at least three sharp corners using one finger.

Our prototype relies on the TUIO protocol. Touch events on the wall-sized display are received from a PQ Labs driver over the network. We use a simple distance threshold to cluster touches into groups (less than 140 mm between a touch and the center of its group). Each group represents one hand and is activated when a user draws a “hand” gesture anywhere and the item stops. The item blinks for 10 seconds to indicate that it can be caught. Until this timeout, the action follower can catch the item with a Finger DoubleTap gesture anywhere and the item then flies over to the position where the catch gesture was performed. If not caught before the timeout, the item stops blinking and the shared gesture is aborted. Throw and Catch requires a modest level of synchronization between users’ actions, defined by the length of the timeout. To reduce false positives when more than two users work concurrently, a Finger DoubleTap is recognized as a “catch” only if it is performed in the direction (left or right) in which the item was thrown, relative to the action initiator.

Preview

The Preview technique is inspired by the observation that users frequently showed a card to their partner. It is designed for a user who wants to show an item while discussing it with a partner who is far away. This technique thus requires a high level of synchronization between the users’ actions.

As illustrated in Figure 4, the action initiator touches and holds an item on the screen with five fingers. A Hand Dwell gesture is recognized after 600ms. If the action follower performs a Hand Dwell gesture in a blank area before the action initiator releases her hand from the surface, a temporary copy of the item appears under the hand of the action follower. The copy can be moved like other items. It gradually vanishes in 10 seconds if no interaction is performed. If the action follower wants to get the real item, a Finger DoubleTap on the copy “grabs” it over and deletes the copy.

Shared Clipboard

Based on the observation that collaborators use temporal storage to easily access data items, CoReach features an invisible shared clipboard that can be accessed by both users (Figure 5). Any user can add an item to this clipboard by performing a Hand Tap on it. Items stored in the clipboard are highlighted with a thick green border. They can be removed from...
the clipboard by performing a Hand Tap again, which unhigh-
lights them. These items stay where they were on the screen
until they are collected by a Hand DoubleTap performed any-
where on the display. They then all move to that location.
Performing the gesture again moves them to the new position.
Items can be added and removed before or after a collect ac-
tion. A Finger Zigzag gesture performed anywhere removes
all items from the shared clipboard and unhighlights them.

While the Hand DoubleTap gestures allows a user to move all
the items in the shared clipboard directly to a new position, it
is also possible to drag them. Dragging a specific item with
one finger only moves this item. Dragging with the whole
hand moves all the items while preserving their relative po-
sitions. This latter gesture, called Shared Clipboard, can be
performed in a completely asynchronous way, without any
time constraint.

Although Shared Clipboard provides a way to group items
and move them together, only one group can be created at a
time. Hence, this gesture is typically used by partners work-
ing together. By contrast, Two-hand Dwell is a single-user
grouping gesture that lets individual users to move multiple
items together. Two-hand Dwell is triggered when the user
performs a HandDwell with both hands. This creates a tem-
porary group of items that contains the images under both
hands and those overlapping them. The user can then move
all the images by dragging the hands. This gesture mimics
the real-world action of pushing piles of paper on a table with
two hands. Considering the effort of dragging two hands on
the surface, the prototype lets users release some fingers dur-
ing the drag. The group is temporary: Once all the fingers are
released from the screen, the group is released.

This technique works as a quasi-mode: users must keep their
fingers in contact with the screen to preserve the group, which
avoids having to explicitly ungroup the items. We used Hand-
Dwell instead of a lasso technique for this reason. Lasso tech-
niques requires users to group and ungroup items in two dif-
ferent operations, which may add complexity and interfere
with the other gestures.

Remote Touch

The observational study showed rapid changes in user posi-
tions and distances from each other and from the items on
the screen. To extend the interaction space from the wall dis-
play surface to other surfaces CoReach gestures can also be
used on multi-touch tablets. Unlike existing cross-device in-
teraction [23], the mobile surfaces work as input devices to
provide remote touch input (Figure 6). We tried to keep the
gestures as similar as possible on the tablets and on the wall
display to reduce the learning effort.

Each registered tablet creates a circle of a different color on
the wall-sized display, which functions as a proxy of the touch
events received on the tablet (Figure 6). Touch feedback is
shown in the same way as if it were performed on the wall.
The selection point is the center of the circular proxy, dis-
played as a red dot on the wall. The actions triggered by hand
gestures on the tablet are applied to the data items underneath
the selection point.

The user controls the proxy’s position by dragging one finger
on the tablet surface. Dragging with two fingers moves the
objects underneath the proxy.

The Preview technique can also be performed on the tablets.
If a user performs this gesture to receive a copy on their tablet,
the copy is displayed both under the proxy on the wall and on
the tablet.

STUDY I: STANDARD vs. CO-REACH GESTURES

We conducted a study to test the user acceptance of CoRe-
ach gestures and whether they can be used seamlessly during
a collaborative session. We compare two conditions: Stan-
dard Gestures and CoReach Gestures. Both conditions pro-
vide standard single-user gestures and Two-hand Dwell for
single-user grouping. The CoReach Gestures condition pro-
vides the three CoReach gestures: Throw and Catch, Preview
and Shared Clipboard.
Design and Procedure

We used the same open-ended image arrangement task as in the observational study, but with slightly different instructions. For each task, 54 multiple-concept images from the Dixit game were placed in random order on the wall display. The task consisted in grouping them spatially according to any keywords they would think of. Participants were also encouraged to arrange the groups relatively to each other on the wall display to depict relationships among them. They were encouraged to perform the task collaboratively and to exchange ideas while exploring the display set in order to generate ideas. They were allowed to use any strategy but not to split the task and work separately. They were also instructed to avoid grouping images using obvious keywords such as color or factual elements. The moderator gave examples of good and bad keywords. For instance, “peaceful” and “world inside another world” were considered more interesting keywords than “sky” and “red”.

The study consisted of two sessions, one for each condition, each using a different set of 54 Dixit pictures. Each session began with a training trial to present and practice the techniques. During this trial, participants performed a grouping task using an online dataset of holiday photos2. The measured trials, which used the Dixit pictures, started when the participants felt comfortable and sufficiently trained to use the techniques. The presentation order of the two conditions and the two picture sets were counterbalanced across groups.

After each measured trial, participants explained the layout and the keywords to the moderator. Completing both sessions took about 60 minutes. Afterwards, each participant filled a questionnaire about preferences and workload. Finally, a short interview with each group discussed their experience and collected suggestions for improvement.

Setup and Data Collection

We recruited 6 pairs of participants, age between 23 to 38. One pair was a couple, three pairs were close colleagues and two pairs were acquaintances.

The tasks were performed on a 6x2 meter multi-touch wall-sized display. Participants’ positions in front of the display were tracked with a VICON motion-tracking system. The software builds on the prototype described in the previous section and runs on a front-end computer that also logs experimental data.

The experiment software logged kinematic data including participants’ head movements, gesture activation and the movements of the images on the display. Final image layouts created in the measured trials were captured and annotated with the keywords presented by the participants. The measured trials were video-taped and the interviews were audio-taped for future analysis.

Results

All pairs of participants finished the study successfully and spent 15 to 20 minutes per task. They created clusters of images with a keyword or a phrase for each cluster. The number of clusters ranged from 5 to 14 across pairs. We observed no obvious difference between the Standard Gestures and CoReach Gestures conditions for the number or quality of created clusters. Half the pairs created a few semantic relations among clusters.

Gesture Acceptance

Regarding gesture usage, Table 1 lists the number of times each CoReach gesture was used by participant pairs. Pairs with a (*) started with CoReach Gestures.

![Table 1. Number of times each CoReach gesture was used by participant pairs. Pairs with a (*) started with CoReach Gestures.](http://lear.inrialpes.fr/~jegou/data.php)

Table 2. Number of elementary actions: Drag-and-Drop (including two hands stack drag-and-drop) vs. each component of the CoReach gestures (for Preview we count two gestures, for Shared Clipboard we count the select and unselect gestures).

![Table 2. Number of elementary actions: Drag-and-Drop](http://lear.inrialpes.fr/~jegou/data.php)

This was confirmed by the ratings in the questionnaire (Figure 7): the ratings of enjoyment was significantly higher for CoReach Gestures than for Standard Gestures. We also observed that Standard Gestures were rated as more tiring than CoReach Gestures (discussed later), which might be a major reason for the preference for CoReach Gestures. No difference in mental load and coordination effort was observed.

No participant complained about false positives caused by unintentional gestures. The moderator observed only three accidental activations of unwanted gestures in the entire study.

Usability of CoReach Gestures
Among the three CoReach gestures, Throw and Catch was rated the easiest to learn (average 6.2 out of 7) and the easiest to perform (average 5.6). Similar ratings were given for Shared Clipboard (average 5.7 for easy to learn and 5.25 for easy to perform) and Preview (average 5.6 for easy to learn and 5.4 for easy to perform). The participants who found Preview hard to perform attributed it to the overhead of coordination, while the participants who found Shared Clipboard hard to perform complained about the error recovery cost when they forgot to release the group before starting a new one.

The participants found Throw and Catch useful when they “have a clear criteria of grouping category and just want to send a picture to the other side.” The Shared Clipboard technique allowed selecting multiple items across the display and stacking them together. Participants found it convenient to “assemble images when a theme was obvious”. Preview was considered more suitable when they needed to discuss an item at a distance. One participant particularly liked the Preview technique because it was “more comfortable to negotiate” “the preview mode which allows one user to gather one category, so that the other can quickly ask his opinion about another category at the other side of the screen.”

Given the semi-synchronous nature of the Throw and Catch technique, participants sometimes used it as a single-user gesture. They threw a picture and caught it by themselves, just to avoid dragging the image over a long distance. It was thus used like a pick-and-drop technique [29]. According to the interviews, this technique was not only used to send objects to a remote area, but also to move objects to a precise position by “catching” them. Furthermore, one pair used Throw and Catch for negotiating because the image can be easily passed back or placed somewhere else. Similarly, Shared Clipboard can be performed in an asynchronous way. Thus participants sometimes used it for themselves to group multiple items.

Two-hand Dwell was rarely used under the CoReach Gestures condition (4 times on average), and it was only used two times under the CoReach condition. One participant explained that the task did not require a specific layout, so that they did not need to move groups of images together.

Physical Effort
As mentioned above, the Standard Gestures condition was significantly more physically tiring than the CoReach Gestures condition (Figure 7). However, the average travel distance per participant was 183 meters with Standard Gestures vs. 161 meters with CoReach Gestures, which is a small difference for a duration of 15 minutes. This means that the perceived reduction in physical effort is probably not due to shorter physical navigation.

Dragging on a surface can cause fatigue [11]. Figure 8 shows that participants spent more effort dragging objects on the surface under the Standard Gestures condition than under the CoReach Gestures condition. While there is large variance across groups, on average, the absolute drag distance was reduced more than half with CoReach Gestures.

The histogram on the right of Figure 8 shows the average ratio of the distance dragged divided by object movement. This ratio gives an indication of the amount of effort spent dragging for the same amount of object movement. A small ratio indicates that a small fraction of object movement is performed by dragging, and a ratio of 1 that only dragging was used for moving objects. In the Standard Gestures condition, this ratio is smaller than 1 because objects continue moving after releasing the fingers from the screen when performing a swipe gesture. Although the variance across pairs is large, the reduction in drag effort is significant. In summary, the subjective reduction of fatigue with CoReach Gestures is likely due to reduced drag effort.

Facilitated Collaboration In Distance
Although participants were encouraged to collaborate for all tasks, 7 participants rated Collaboration Frequency higher for CoReach Gestures than for Standard Gestures while 1 rated the opposite. 5 participants rated CoReach Gestures higher for Collaboration Effectiveness while 1 rated the opposite.

CoReach Gestures facilitates discussion between partners. As one participant said, “I did something without discussion in Standard Gestures but with CoReach Gestures we were working together on the same thing.” Another participant also indicated that with CoReach Gestures, “presenting the idea...
about a group to my collaborator was more interesting, because he could send me pictures that he thought were appropriate”. Moreover, CoReach Gestures seems to blend with existing collaborative practices. One participant who performed Standard Gestures prior to CoReach Gestures said, “I felt that some [CoReach] gestures supported the kind of collaboration I had already held with my partner during the single-user gesture session.”

Finally, CoReach Gestures lets pairs work closely even when they are far away from each other. This is in line with previous findings in a controlled experiment on the effects of a shared interaction technique for pick-and-drop actions [18]. The average distance between a pair of participants was about 40 cm larger with CoReach Gestures than with Standard Gestures. All pairs mainly used Throw and Catch and Preview when they were relatively far away from each other. The effect is obvious for Preview, which was performed with a minimum distance of 1.63 meter and an average distance of 3.2 meter. Similarly, Throw and Catch was performed with an average distance of 2.92 meter.

**STUDY II: DIRECT vs. REMOTE TOUCH**

We conducted a second study to assess the potential of enabling shared interaction when users are at different distances from the display. We compare users performing the task with CoReach on the wall-sized display alone vs. the wall-sized display and tablets. The goal is to better understand in which situations people prefer to use direct interaction on the wall or remote interaction with the tablet, and whether and how they use the tablets to collaborate.

This study uses the same apparatus as Study I, with the addition of the tablets. We made minor adjustments to the gestures to accommodate the tablet. Finger Swipe replaces Hand Swipe for Throw and Catch and Finger Drag replaces Hand Drag in Shared Clipboard to move the group, since both finger gestures were rarely used in Study I and they are more practical than hand gestures on tablets. Two-hand Dwell is removed from the gesture set in this study because it was almost never used in Study I in the CoReach condition, and it cannot be performed with one hand holding a tablet.

Participants perform the same image grouping task with different subsets of a dataset of photos with multiple concepts [13]. About 115 images are displayed on the wall-sized display for each task. We also use the same task instructions and data collection method. We compare 3 configurations:

- **Wall Only (WW)**: gestures can only be performed on the wall display, tablets are not provided;
- **Wall+Tablet (WT)**: one of the participants has a tablet and not the other, both are free to use the wall;
- **Tablet+Tablet (TT)**: both participants have a tablet and are free to use both the wall and tablet.

Six pairs of participants were recruited for this study: one pair of close colleagues, a couple, a student and her advisor, and 3 pairs of acquaintances. None of them had participated to study I. Prior to performing the measured tasks, participants went through a training session for around 15 minutes to learn the three shared gestures one by one, both on the wall and on the tablet. Then, they went through the three configurations. Order was counterbalanced across groups. Different images were used for different configurations.

### Results

Confirming the results of Study I, the pairs used the CoReach gestures frequently, in fact more often so than in Study I: about 50% of the elementary actions were to perform CoReach gestures (Table 3, %CoReach columns).

We compared the three conditions for the measures that we considered in Study I: traveled distance by the participants, drag distance and the ratio of the drag distance by images movement (for a drag on the tablet we measure the corresponding distance on the wall). The ratios are about 0.5, similar to Study I. We could not observe remarkable differences or consistent trends. Moreover, we find no significant differences (p = 12) between the configurations regarding the answers to the questionnaire about result satisfaction, collaboration effectiveness, enjoyment, fatigue and mental load.

Seven out of 12 participants preferred to perform the task under the Wall Only condition, while 5 participants preferred a condition with at least one tablet (3 preferred Wall+Tablet and 2 preferred Tablet+Tablet). Thus there is no strong preference and, as we will see, there are large difference among groups regarding the usage of the tablet.

Most pairs noted that the gestures are more intuitive to perform on the wall. Some found that the tablet was too restrictive and indirect, in particular because it needed clutching. Some felt that working on the wall encourages collaboration. A participant explained the reason why she preferred Wall Only to Wall+Tablet: “I could not collaborate with my partner when we didn’t have the same device, I did not relate to what she was doing on the tablet and I was not sharing my actions on the tablet. The wall allows for transparency in terms of the actions we do and our motivation, therefore it is more collaborative.” On the other hand, the participants who preferred Wall+Tablet or Tablet+Tablet valued the flexibility of having both touch on the wall and indirect input with the tablet and “found them complementary to each other”.

#### Tablet Usage

Table 3 shows, for the two conditions that use a tablet (3 preferred Wall+Tablet and 2 preferred Tablet+Tablet), the frequency of elementary actions performed using the tablet among single-user gestures (Si), CoReach gestures (CR) and all gestures (ALL), per pair.

The tablet was used for about 25% of the gestures, and this number is very similar for both CoReach gestures and single-
user gestures. However, each group of participants used the tablet very differently. For instance, group G06 almost never used the tablet, while group G01 used the tablet(s) for about 46% of their gestures (WT and TT).

We also observe a surprising trend: the percentage of gestures performed with the tablet is similar, even slightly higher, when only one participant has a tablet than when they both have one. This holds for both single-user and CoReach gestures. Observation and post-experiment interviews suggest that this is explained by how the participants divide the work. Indeed, we noted some asymmetry on the usage of the wall and the tablet. For example, one participant would throw on the wall and the partner or herself catches with the tablet, or one participant selects multiple images on the wall and then clusters them from the tablet. One pair used this strategy extensively: they fixed a remote touch proxy at the position of an image group until that group was completed, went searching for related images on the wall and used the tablet only for catching or clustering, therefore saving round trips.

**CoReach Usage**

Similar to Study I, the most used CoReach gesture was **Throw and Catch**, except for one group. With more variability across groups, the second most used CoReach gesture was **Shared Clipboard**, and **Preview** was used the least.

Regarding user preference, **Throw and Catch** is still the favorite gesture overall. The reason might be that it is highly flexible and can be used with different strategies, from highly coordinated work to single-user interaction. Some participants mentioned that it was fun to collaborate using **Throw and Catch**: “it [Throw and Catch] is like a clipboard you can throw anywhere, then catch it later”.

This study shows that the change of input platform certainly affected the use of CoReach gestures. **Throw and Catch** was mainly used with direct touch on the wall (about 70% of the **Throw and Catch** for WT and TT). However, a non-negligible number (26%) of **Throw and Catch** was performed asymmetrically with a throw by a swipe on the wall and a catch on the tablet, and very few **Throw and Catch** gestures were initiated with a throw from the tablet. This suggests that it was not “natural” for the participants to perform an indirect throw gestures, but that some participants took advantage of the tablet to catch objects at distance.

Overall, when a tablet was available, the use of **Shared Clipboard** increased while **Throw and Catch** decreased. Besides **Hand Tap** being easier to perform with a tablet than indirect throw, **Shared Clipboard** also seems to work better with an overview when looking at the data in distance. A participant reported, “with the tablet, it was easy to have a full view of the pictures and to do a selection from the tablet into the wall”.

Another notable strategy described by the participants is that they sometimes worked on two groups of images at a time. They used **Shared Clipboard** to select images that they were actively working on, and **Throw and Catch** to put aside images they found for other groups. For this strategy, they suggested to have **Preview** for single users while using a tablet, so they could view on the wall the image shown on their tablet. **Preview** was the least used CoReach gesture. A pair mentioned that they did not use **Preview** often because negotiation is not critical in this task. Another participants suggested to let **Preview** work without the need for his partner’s permission nor input. The pair that used **Preview** the most consisted of a student and her advisor. The student mentioned that she tended to initiate the **Preview** because the partner is an authority figure for her. We also observed that although the image shows on both the wall and the tablet with **Preview**, participants tend to view it on the wall in stead of the tablet. This might be due to the overhead of switching their focus from the wall to the tablet.

In summary, participants liked the gestures, especially throwing on the wall because it is direct. However, about half preferred to also have tablets, as they are useful to access data items from a distance. Mixing different inputs also enabled various collaboration strategies and division of labor.

**DISCUSSION**

We now discuss our findings according to three themes that motivated this work: how CoReach gestures support the dynamics of collaborative work, how users coordinated their gestures, and their effect on the perception of proximity. We also discuss some limitations of the CoReach gestures.

**Collaboration Dynamics**

The two studies show that CoReach gestures support collaboration dynamics in several ways. First, the need to exchange data between partners appears immediately when they talk. CoReach gestures minimize disruption by not relying on menus or mode switches. They mimic real world actions while augmenting their effects, which helps users perform the gestures while staying focused on their activity.

Second, supporting cooperative interactions that are compatible with different levels of synchronization is important. Users often and quickly switch between loose and close collaboration styles. Sometimes one of them wants to exchange and the other is not immediately available. **Throw and Catch** enables semi-synchronous actions, by allowing an offset between the two users’ actions and not requiring explicit cancellation of the action. The users do not have to agree on an exchange beforehand: One user can send the item over, then it is up to the partner to pick it up or not. We believe this is why it is used the most.

Third, having a choices of cooperative gestures lets users adapt to various situations and partners. As one participant mentioned, they used different gestures as different channels to parallelize their tasks. The initiation of a cooperative gesture suggests certain behaviors to their partners, such as negotiation (**Preview**) or acceptance (**Throw and Catch**). The relationship between the partners also plays an important role in the division of labor. For example a partnership with an authority figure led to higher use of **Preview** in Study II. Close co-workers and couples seem to engage in more discussions than acquaintances do. They used more **Throw and Catch** and **Preview** gestures, while some pairs of acquaintances used **Shared Clipboard** extensively.
Last but not least, remote gesturing enabled interesting strategies to manipulate data, for both individual and collaborative actions. Blending direct and indirect touch helps reduce physical effort by combining the advantage of both devices: direct and natural interaction with data items on the wall display and interactive from a distance with the tablet.

**Coordination**

Collaboration requires some level of coordination no matter what technology is used. Although CoReach gestures are designed to be used unobtrusively while users communicate with each other, coordination is still required to perform the gestures. The cost of coordination for CoReach gestures is not higher than for standard gestures according to the ratings in Study I (Figure 7). Some participants found the coordination of CoReach gestures costly, while others found that it encouraged communication.

We observed two types of coordination patterns during the study. The first one was to perform the gesture actions. For example, the Preview gesture requires both collaborators to touch and hold the screen concurrently, which requires some level of coordination. The other type of coordination is about which gesture to use for a data exchange. Since all three cooperative gestures provide a means to move items to another position, a participant had to know which gesture their partner had started to know how to finish it. This was not always easy, especially when they were far from each other. With the current prototype, the participants coordinated verbally by establishing a communication protocol with their partner.

**Mixed Perception on Proximity**

Enabling people to work closely while being physically far away violates their intuition about proximity. Some participants took advantage of this while others did not, depending on their personality and the social relations between partners.

Some participants felt empowered: “With Standard Gestures I felt more like an individual, I grouped the pictures before giving them. With CoReach Gestures I wiped them over one by one, ... and I knew people will be able to receive it and place it at the right place”.

Some participants perceived it rather negatively. In Study I, the husband in a couple frequently walked over to his wife when she intended to show him an image through Preview. He explained that he was more comfortable with physical proximity. Also in Study I, a pair of acquaintances collaborated more in the Standard Gestures session because having to walk forced them to view the same overview and increased collaboration whereas with CoReach Gestures, they tended to stay in their own spot, and eventually talked less.

**Scalability and False Positives**

Although our current prototype allows more than two users to work in the same workspace, it does not yet support multiple users performing cooperative gestures at the same time.

Scaling beyond two users raises two issues: supporting more than two users cooperating for one operation, and supporting more than one pair (or group) performing cooperative gestures at the same time. Our design addresses the first issue as it lets one person pass or show an item to several people and multiple people share the clipboard. Awareness of the co-located environment and verbal communication seem to help avoid false positives in this situation.

The second issue requires additional input, e.g., gesture direction. Detecting the left/right direction of the “throw” gesture then using the relative position of the “catch” was sufficient in our study, but more directions could be used. The Preview and Shared Clipboard gestures could also include a directional element. Furthermore, if we can map gestures to users, e.g., by tracking their position, we could group users dynamically, which would help reduce false positives. The challenge is to find a simple technique that lets initiators specify potential followers and/or followers choose their initiator.

**CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK**

In this paper we presented CoReach, a set of cooperative gestures that lets a pair of users arrange data items on a wall-sized touch-sensitive display. The technique was extended to mobile surfaces to also support collaboration when standing away from the main display. The design was informed by an observational study of users arranging physical cards in a collaborative data exploration task. CoReach mimics users’ operations with physical objects while augmenting their effects to empower users.

The three techniques – Throw and Catch, Preview and Shared Clipboard – facilitate cooperative interaction with data on the wall-sized display. They support both close and loose collaboration and enable a smooth transition between them. Our studies show that the techniques assist collaboration by reducing the physical effort to manipulate data on a wall-sized display, particularly by reducing the need for dragging objects on the wall-sized display. Participants were able to learn and perform the CoReach gestures and use them with various collaboration strategies. Our results also suggest that providing remote touch capabilities enables users to blend direct and indirect interaction on different surfaces.

A first area for future work is to facilitate coordination among users when performing the cooperative gestures. Visual and/or audio feedback and feedforward could help notice and understand the partner’s action as well as indicate possible actions to novice users. Furthermore, while our current design supports learnability by mimicking physical interaction and using standard gestures, new solutions could be explored. Other areas for future work include scalability, as discussed earlier, and developing cooperative interactions for other tasks and data sets, such as maps [14] and graphs [26], and for contexts such as public displays [2] and remote collaboration. While our findings on collaboration dynamics should generalize to various settings, new designs are probably needed to better match specific tasks and contexts.
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